1. License agreement for Q software for non-commercial use at an academic, government or other non-profit organisation.

This is an agreement between

the issuer of the license: Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB
Grågåsvägen 2
SE-756 51 Uppsala
SWEDEN

e-mail: aqvist@xray.bmc.uu.se
web: http://aqvist.bmc.uu.se

and the Licensee

(represented by)

(e-mail)

1. License

Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB hereby grant the Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use the following software only for the Licensee’s internal research purposes according to the conditions below. This license covers

- The molecular dynamics program Qdyn together with the related preparation and analysis programs included in the Q package.
- Related utility programs available separately at the Q web site.

These items will be referred to below as ‘the software’.

The license is valid for the version of the software available when this agreement is established. In order to use a new major version of the software that provides substantially added functionality, the Licensee may be required to obtain a new license.

The copyright and ownership rights to the software are retained by Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB.

2. Use of the software

1. If results obtained with the software are published in the scientific literature, the Licensee shall reference the software from the article
2. The Licensee may

- Install, compile and run the software on any number of computers within the Licensee’s organisation.
- Make additions to or adaptations of the software for internal research purposes. Any such modification or derivative work is considered part of the software and should be reported to Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB, which retain the ownership of the modified software.

3. The Licensee may not

- Incorporate any part of the software into any other program system, either for sale or for non-profit distribution, without written permission from Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB.
- Transfer or re-license the software.
- Allow third parties to use the software.
- Use the software for commercial purposes including consulting for a third party.
- Remove any copyright notices.

3. Maintenance and support

Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB shall have no obligations to maintain the software or to support the Licensee in using the software.

4. Liability

1. Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB shall not be liable for any damages resulting from the Licensee’s use of the software, including indirect or subsequent damages such as loss of data, computer operating problems or loss of profit.
2. The Licensee shall be liable for any damage resulting from a breach of any obligation under this agreement.

5. Restrictions

The force fields supplied with the software are developed and published by other parties and are thus not considered part of the software and therefore not covered by the license.

The utility programs available separate from the Q package have not undergone any testing and should not be expected to be bug free.

6. License fee

This agreement is valid for a licensee at an academic, government or other non-profit organisation. The Licensee shall pay no fee for the license.

place, date place, date

Licensee’s signature signature of Uppsala Molekylmekaniska HB repr.